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Audible Math
Audible Math was the last song
First of all
When it's your turn to fall
I know you got bridges, don't burn em all
big ego little skill, gotta learn to crawl
Better return to discern, earn your arsenal
Wired like belief, chiefs don’t stall,
Nothing but inner peace, reap what you sow, show ‘em all standing tall,
You know how it go- increase your vertical

recorded on the album.
This first verse was removed late in
production. I wrote it late and used
the word “earn” twice, which I only
noticed once I was almost done
I repeated “all” as well. I’m picky.

Where is the wisdom we have
I have no idea what the melody
Lost in knowledge?
should be right here and I don’t
Where is the knowledge we have
care. Moving on.
Lost in information?
What an ancient and impatient type of observation
Don’t reach out to the heavens if you don’t know bout the basement
(All I could do was pray…)
So here’s how my day wentNothing earth shattering, no moments of amazement
Just pounding the pavement, searching for payment and practicing some patience
On a permanent vacation, burning like capsaicin,
living in a vision, finally found me a foundation,
I’m game and I been straining building staring where it’s aiming
Painting like a caveman and taming the arrangement
Stupid lucid, making music, who’s this modern day layman?
Name of cupid; He said- weekend is a state of mind and I relate to mine like “Ok then”
So If you like percussion and weird noises...
I got a little something for you and I hope you enjoy it
Take your meds and other modern minutiae
Wake the dead like a stubborn buddha
Got a shaved head, said he smells like the future
Trying to stay fed, bled from the sutures
So sew 'em up, nobody gonna shoot ya
Fill a homies cup, bless the shakers and the movers
The earthquakers, do-gooders and the truth pursuer's maneuvers
“Earthquakers” is totally a word.
this isn't hyped til you threw up, some other type of manure
What it looks like when we grew up and a few of us became entrepreneurs
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Sometimes the weather and the moment moves you
Sometimes you are the miracle, one of those in the know
The flow. The amused few whom even hurricanes can't claim not to lose to
So if you newborn knowledge out past curfew
with moonlight in your pocket, a rocket and a loose tooth
keep your eyes off the clock and pop lock like you used to
feet float above the dance floor, make damn sure you choose truth
(We mean no worries)

Where is the wisdom we have, lost in knowledge?
Where is the knowledge we have lost in information?
What an ancient and impatient type of observation
Don't reach out to the heavens if you don't know bout the basement
Weekend is a state of mind and I relate to mine like “Ok then”
been kicking, swimming, squirming, working with the nascent
And geniuses with the means to give in a couple different nations
End of instrumental.
Can't get to paradise when you scared of flight,
This verse was in the ruff draft
So take to the air tonight,
version of this song, but I cut it
in a certain sense turbulence doesn't really care
because I couldn’t find the original
how long you stare, how bright's your sight or how fair we fight
take I did of the vocals and was
whether nightmare of despair and plight
kind of just like— “meh, it’s long
or self aware prayer and solar flare mic,
enough without it.”
Try to be the type that reaches new heights of Fahrenheit
prepare to wear it nice, unless you a parasite,
And be blessed to share a bite in the best of the soothsayer's rites, all right
Where is the wisdom we have, lost in knowledge?
Where is the knowledge we have lost in information?
What an ancient and impatient type of observation
Don't reach out to the heavens if you don't know bout the basement
Weekend is a state of mind and I relate to mine like “Ok then”
been kicking, swimming, squirming, working with the nascent
And geniuses with the means to give in a couple different nations
One time primed if your mind is ready
Me, I’m more inclined towards rhyme and a melody
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All right Victor, what’s the verdict?
Heard it worded perfect, something honest and earnest
Not like murderous wordsmiths, curses or verses rehearsed
as turds which get hurled quick versus the world’s lips,
more like pearls which were pulled from a furnace certain
Burning in first person, here to put some work in
Dance floor lurking, berserking
like a serpent purchased by scientist and merchants
Who were high as shit but still applied wit and discernment
Not a bent filament is what I meant,
more like you can’t prevent my ascent above the hurting
to where the birds is, I been making butter, you know, churning
Homework turned in
and learning like a whirlwind murmuring life affirming sermons
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Stay Honest
Built me a dream, I mean it just needs some guidance
Made a place where music plays, been amazed at the mileage
But love don't work on layaway, I pray to wake her with some solace
She might be dancing on the waves or beatboxing lotsa knowledge

This was the third song I finished
while recording the album. Just after
I got the sound treatment hung.

Built me a dream, I mean it just needs a goddess
Made a place for us to play and a way to stay honest
But love don't work on layaway, I pray to wake her with a sonnet
She might be dancing on the waves or eavesdropping on the comets
Got a smile for a name, universe behind her eyelids
Moves in graceful ways, her kindness kinda timeless
Portrayed as sun rays, they say she’s ultra-violet
And been blinding like the shining off the finest of the diamonds
She loves those who fight for freedom, but ain’t part of the alliance
Stays where genius lays,
Reminding them of giant lions and the science of silence
Every season needs a reason otherwise it’s simply weather
I’ve been searching for the sunset that sees us both together
I hope you’ll hold my future with your feelings and your feathers
In an amber colored solstice with the daylight ending never
Built me a dream, I mean it just needs a goddess
Made a place for us to play and a way to stay honest
But love don't work on layaway, I pray to wake her with a sonnet
She might be dancing on the waves or eavesdropping on the comets
Built me a dream, I mean it just needs some guidance
Made a place where music plays, been amazed at the mileage
But love don't work on layaway, I pray to wake her with some solace
She might be dancing on the waves or beatboxing lotsa knowledge
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Half a Lion
The sound had a certain hiss
Like a half a lion and a serpent’s kiss
Bound to show you what we working with
Dance floor lurking berserker kid

I wrote these lyrics on a plane shortly after leaving
Uganda on my way to Greece.

Heavenly chemistry
Better than weaponry
Or preventative medicine,
Lessons for all of our enemies
And persistently pleasant penmanship
as a part of a permanent centerpiece
Heavenly chemistry
Fly like angels with jetpacks essentially
let’s act, no setbacks, you can check facts,
wisdom connect tracks much better than weaponry
Like preventative medicine, whatever man,
the endeavor’s been
Lessons for our enemies
Always in the moment with our tenacity and tendencies,
told ‘em we been golden for centuries
Earthbound harmony
Lurks round long in me, at first sounds off to me,
quite the cacophony
Hurts how we ignore these wars
Born again Lords of nothing more
than a cornerstone or a corrupt carnival in Karma’s economy
Earthbound harmony
Apes who shoot straight, never had a taste for rape or larceny
at first sounds off to me- soothing like a hot cup of coffee and a talk on toxicology,
when I got the thirst worth whatever it’s costing me
Others carry rail guns and samurai swords, yet walk softly, like pardon please
Naked in a storm, tasting more like a self assured oddity–
Your Odyssey, in quite the quantity
<———This is about as close
Hurts to ignore these wars awfully,
as I get to a pop culture
You can swing a sword with the rest of the horde,
reference.
I’d rather sing chords that ring pure
like ancient lore and spaceships’ cores flawlessly
On tour with the liquid form of four matadors,
Keeping score like the Lords of Karma’s economy
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Humble Lion, dancing thunder
Mumbles Zion, glancing wonder
Tumble, fly on, chancing blunder
Some’ll guide song, and sing stunners

I heard some guy in Qatar say something
about “humble lion.” It sounded dope, so I
wrote that down and finished writing this
bridge bit in their beautiful airport the next
morning.

So tell me honestly
If we reap what we sow
Who sold the keep for a handful of sweets
and the reach of something other than a sentimental prodigy?
Heavenly chemistry
Better than weaponry
Or preventative medicine
Lessons for all of our enemies
And who are our enemies?
Ignorance and hatred,
these graceless and tasteless tendencies
Who are our enemies?
Fear and doubt and failure without remedy

The sound had a certain hiss
Like a half a lion and a serpent’s kiss
Bound to show you what we working with
Dance floor lurking berserker kid
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Kid’s Living
The kid’s in class but her mind is missing
She laughs, got no time for division
She’ll outlast that math, use the rhythm
Got a future vision of smoother living
Impractical laughter, Tactical disaster,
The fairy tale’s failed, fucked factually ever after
Demolition on purpose, missing with the masters
Admit that I been nervous, seeding greener pastures
Wishing on a raincloud, loud when it matters
My heart keeps ticking’ only now because it hasta
Footsteps widen, now we moving faster
Somebody let us in the building,
And we pushing up the rafters

I wrote the bridge in an apartment
I rented in Kampala.

These lyrics got dropped. I think I
flubbed the delivery and was too far
into production when I noticed the
mistake.

kid’s in class but his mind is missing
he laughs, got no time for division
he’ll outlast that math, use the rhythm
Got a future vision of smoother living
Working with the tools that truth’ll give ‘em
True precision, home brew wisdom
Told you, listen- who’re you kidding?
Clues beginning clicking, see where they’re fitting?
Ahead of quotes selected in letters wrote
Effectively connected to whoever knows
Politicians wrestling with pestilence, wicked limbs,
sins, circling fins and the death of hope

This verse was written on the island
of Ios. Final resting place of the poet
Homer. Yeah, that guy. I rode my
bike out to his tomb, beautiful ride.

We better cope kinetic with the breath of folks elected,
Pathetic to bless the smoke like little men
confess to gloat and keep them pinned
instead some said we forever fed ‘em rope, licking ‘em
Get it like a medic with stethoscope positioning
Assembling sentences in remembrance of efforts unlimited
What it is, whoever listen in,
give ‘em credit and a couple of sedatives
Hearts keeps tickin’, nitroglycerin
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Might go with a mic glow prescription
Some chirimoya and a nice flow definitive,
Some moments in a minute and a
synonym for intimate, addictive bro, isn’t it?
Resembling self aware prayer, but who cares? nobody witnessin’
Get it like a medic with stethoscope positioning
Hearts keeps tickin’, nitroglycerin

I love custard apples.

The kids in class but their minds are missing
They laugh, got no time for division
They’ll outlast that math, use the rhythm
Got a future vision of smoother living
Working with the tools that truth’ll give ‘em
True precision, home brew wisdom
Told you, listen- who’re you kidding?
Clues beginning clicking, see where they’re fitting?
A few kicked in with a whole new condition
Don’t confuse the moves of this different rendition
with the driven sitting wishing they could play their position
Surprised at sunrise the way the river risen

The death of hope is said to gloat like businessmen
Who bartered smoke for withered skin
So children, go and get it like a medic with stethoscope positioning
I heard your heart keeps tickin’, nitroglycerin
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Marketplace
Rhythm stole my heart in the marketplace
Time takes it toll and the soul elevate
While the rhythm stole my heart in the marketplace
Time takes it toll and the soul navigate
While the rhythm stole my heart in the marketplace

Markets in Uganda are amazing. There are a
bunch of different types and you can find
really good food in all of them if you know
where to look. I love cooking stuff I’ve never
seen before when I travel.

If you foster hate I oscillate at the opposite rate thinking gosh it's great
Like eating lobster steak and frosted flakes with a nauseous taste piled on my plate
Kinda fought my fate and got the mistake caught not a little but a lot too late
Situation not gravy, no time to debate, not good, not great, mighta lost my way
Still make breaks at a raucous rate, come on keep up it's a modest pace
The hand I was dealt and I contemplate, holding four jakes and a monster ace
Won the jackpot, blast off for space, won't oxidate, I'm in a solid state
Part hawk, part snake, all toxic waste, lock it in a case with a little duct tape
Makes a nice keepsake, mark it with the date, shipping not included, what's the cost of freight?
I mean how much space can a hostage take? Rhythm stole my heart in the marketplace
Time takes its toll and the soul navigate while the rhythm stole my heart in the marketplace
Rhythm, rhythm stole my heart in the marketplace
The dream is real and the prayers are plenty
Got a lot of thoughts, gimme all the pennies
Bleeding from the teeth, forgot to feast
Pump it full of chemicals and see if it keeps
Spent a lot of time panicking and panting
Ranting and raving, slaving, enhancing
Feeling kinda frozen, gotta keep advancing
That sort of crash course landing

Original lyrics were recorded in Longmont,
Colorado. Three years later, after my dad
died, I sold my house and traveled around
the world twice, I returned to these lyrics to
record additional vocals for a “doubling” of
the 2nd and 3rd verses.

That sort of crash course landing
I've burnt some bridge and learned to live with it
The ones left standing were so damn exquisite
I pivot mid stride, decide to revisit
Rebuild high, pride in the rivets
Livid with my inner divine critics
'Cause this heart makes moves beginner minds mimic
Previous breaking points are guide limits
Humility killing me, drilling out the divots
Full tilt to the hilt, cornerstone as a witness
Truth is the product, Johnny runs a business
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The dream is real and the prayers are plenty
Got a lot of thoughts, gimme all the pennies
Bleeding from the teeth, forgot to feast
Pump it full of chemicals and see if it keeps

This track was originally supposed to be
#9, but I liked how it turned out and it feels
“accessible” to me so I put it earlier. People
gotta be eased into the weirder stuff.

Spent a lot of time panicking and panting
Ranting and raving, slaving, enhancing
Feeling kinda frozen, gotta keep advancing
That sort of crash course landing
Grandiose, hand me hope,
this is for the animals thinking damn he's broke
damn he's sick, hand me a stick, I gotta plan to poke
Do it for the fam and folk who demand we float
and won't abandon boat
hold tight with the mandibles
been running round wild like a cannibal
got a flamethrower, battle ax and a rope
I been tied up, writing anecdotes
gotta cram these quotes
down their panicked throats
come here, hold still it's the antidote
piranhas in my lemonade and the moat
<——-This might be my favorite line in the whole album.
This man's verbose and he boast
bout– hitting more than the standard notes
I wrote the guitar/synth lick for this track
while– slamming knowledge in your cantaloupe
over the course of a beautiful Sunday in the
I got a plan to cope, I tend to scan my notes
kitchen, just after I bought my house. I liked
They say more sacrifice, save the goat
the sound enough that bits of it made their
And if that suffice then that's all she wrote
way into 2 other songs on the album. I’m
turn up the lights too tight to sugarcoat
not sure if there is anything better than a
holed up like a hermit in the middle of remote
comfortable quiet morning with sunbeams
I'm a little bit different like an isotope
and a hot beverage that gives birth to
studying the water with a microscope
beauty in the form of soundscapes.
I find it nice to float where's the lifeboat?
The mighty take flight, so drop the mic? No.
Serenade nitro on a switchblade tight rope
In hindsight delight, so drop the mic? No.
Rhythm.
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The dream is real and the prayers are plenty
Got a lot of thoughts, gimme all the pennies
Bleeding from the teeth, forgot to feast
Pump it full of chemicals and see if it keeps
Spent a lot of time panicking and panting
Ranting and raving, slaving, enhancing
Feeling kinda frozen, gotta keep advancing
That sort of crash course landing
That sort of crash course landing
That sort of crash course landing
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Never Too Late
She, she had a heart full of broken songs
But she still awoke as the dawn
Seemed a queen, played the part of a pawn
Always waiting on her dreams
Mighta waited too long

I wrote this chorus in a little cafe in Switzerland
called Biju while drinking espresso. My friend who
lives there teases me saying that only old people
go to Biju. Whatever, old people seen things. They
know what’s good.

Calm like the twitch of a tiger’s tail
Strong as the song of a nightingale
She looked long at her palms on the night she sailed
Then was gone because it’s wrong to let your lightning fail
Her dreams bought a ticket, and she, she went with it
Persisted among the gifted
Kissing metaphysics, specifically triplets
Takes a mind that’s slightly liquid to pivot this exquisite
Bold and beatific, butterfly lifted
Landscape of the mystic
If your hand shakes you missed it
cliffs steep, pure belief,
sword in the sheath, butter on the biscuit
Eyes on the prize, mutters bout the distance
might be missing with the latest rendition of her vision,
guessing, testing the suggestion of limits
Lungs filled deep
Pressure never diminished
Grinding it with diamonds until she’s finished
Life and how she lives it, no reason not to risk it all,
either fall
or build a business

This song was written with a threefold meaning—
I was encouraging my friend Jumadi not to give up
on her dreams of being a professional artist. My
mother was also finding new meaning for her life
after my father passed away. Also, I had always put
off really concentrating on my music before making
this album.

She, she had a heart full of broken songs
But she, she still awoke as the dawn
Seemed a queen, played the part of a pawn
wound washed clean, blades aren’t drawn,
thread through tattered seam,
Always waiting on her dreams,
Don’t be waiting too long
Don’t be waiting too long

This was the second track I finished for this album.
It was the first song finished with vocals.
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Jumadi released her first full length album just as I
finished mine. I’ll be going to visit her in Kenya and
teaching with her in Uganda. We plan to write new
songs and do a remix of this one. I’m hoping I can
she will let me do a remix of the intro from her
latest album.
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Calm like the twitch of a tiger’s tail
Strong as the song of a nightingale
She looked long at her palms on the night she sailed
Then was gone because it’s wrong to let your lightning fail
Calm like the twitch of a tiger’s tail
Strong as the song of a nightingale
She looked long at her palms on the night she sailed
Then was gone because it’s wrong to let your lightning fail
She was calm like the twitch of a tiger’s tail
Strong as the song of a nightingale
Woke up dreaming, fighting betrayal
Inhales deep, seeks where heartbeat meets braille
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Some Growl
Was trying to feel the bass, treble in my tweeters
Got punched in the face, get a taste of my Peter
Bled for five weeks, peaked in a fever
You don’t like me? Cool. I don’t like you neither
I hope you fuck around, fall down and have a seizure
Wake up in a coma and don’t get the t-shirt
Take your meds and other modern minutiae
Wake the dead like a stubborn buddha
Got a shaved head, said he smells like the future
Trying to break bread, bled from the sutures
I could give two fucks and a summer sausage
Some young bucks are just dumb and obnoxious
I was having fun, he done damn near lost it
Topics went from hot shit to fractured and frost bit
Some flex, mood wrecked, lack of respect
I detest an esophagus gone toxic
He thought he was awesome,
But the process was exhaustive,
It made me nauseous,
He was toxic
Immodest and to be honest
An awful lot of it just got caught in my esophagus

We’ve all met this guy.

Testing all the saints and the patient agnostic
It takes a coward and a creep to keep the people’s peace hostage
So— Take your meds and other modern minutiae
Wake the dead like a stubborn buddha
Got a shaved head, said he smells like the future
Trying to break bread, bled from the sutures
Take your meds and other modern minutiae
Wake the dead like a stubborn buddha
Got a shaved head, said he smells like the future
Trying to break bread, bled from the sutures
Testing all the saints and the patient agnostic
It takes a coward and a creep to keep the people’s peace hostage
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Young Ganesh
Go and bless the drums of young Ganesh
Better watch what you whisper, how it manifest
If I get denigrated instead of venerated,
I'm ok with it, skated away from the matrix
laying foundations for elevating above hatred
Where wings wield words of the ancients
born of the forge naked, wielding a sword that is sacred
facing a horde of snakes, good gracious
wondering will I make it and feeling emaciated
luckily these slackers and sadists
are for the most part wasted and graceless
I'm a bibliophile with a stockpile of hot styles filed under amazement
got 'em while wrestling crocodiles, full contact
and beyond that preoccupation with syncopation
you thought my smile was impatient? I might be a while,
I keep a beast of a beat on a leash as it creeps wild in my basement
Type of child outpacing most of those in the pile,
the ones that are mild, standing adjacent
visionless since they've been nascent
pleading they needing lasik and bleeding basic,
indeed it's contagious, face it,
I live at the infinite zenithfiendish cuz I can taste itthis is not a phase it's my latest and greatest
outrageous loquacious arrangementdedicated to the truth and it's many faces
I'm a simple joker among aces
in a singular symphony of sages
singing voracious and courageous,
writing pages for the ages
Finally finding freedom for these phrases
Awww. You think you baddass
Man that’s cute
I help nations on occasion
You couldn’t walk inna boots,
No hang dog look, fear of the noose,
Solar in the eyes, my cry resolute
A full house hand, spanning all suits
And it might sound like pride if it wasn’t the truth
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impact of an elephant, stance of a moose
and it might sound like pride if it wasn't the truth
Who is really trying? defiant in the face of all evil
aligning applying their shining with whatever it takes to make us all equal
combining the lion of Zion with the silent crying of a great eagle
the iron in our blood circulate and taste regal
defining: climbing and clawing as longing for diamonds, grinding,
never pausing the pace, a song sung with haste for the fate of all people
I got a really bad case of laced with undefeatable
just another ace placed upon the easel
Scribe kill bars, Culture quite lethal
impact of an elephant, stance of a moose
and it might sound like pride if it wasn't the truth
impact of an elephant, stance of a moose
and it might sound like pride if it wasn't the truth
Try to ignore the self absorbed whores
Who wanna give less and yet expect more
escape the lunatic ward and the matadors
who are sure to splatter gore
instead of being led by a head warlord
stand in their stead, shed what they implored
there's more than sea shores and factory tours to be explored
can't afford to be adorned with a forlorn crown of thorns
grab life by the horns, assuming the form of a storm
like this is the norm,
the battle axe ain't cracked,
it's just well worn
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Breathing Chemistry
Who wants to dance all night
Then eat breakfast twice
Temples of all types on a four hour hike
Won't sleep through life
And keeps things right
Seek the peaks as we leap
Leave the sheep in flight
Little miss fitness with the fruit connect
Bring her pineapple business to you direct
But only if you finished with it's all about sex
Real man interested in soul connect
Little miss fitness with the fruit connect
Bring her pineapple business to you direct
But only if you finished with it's all about sex
Real man interested in soul connect
Lost part of your heart, now you moving on
Claiming all the same to be smooth as dawn
Just enuf lust in your strut to prove you wrong
Now who's the player and who's the pawn?
Little miss fitness with the fruit connect
Bring her pineapple business to you direct
But only if you finished with it's all about sex
Real man interested in soul connect
How love take a hold and is shown to reflect
Build a bath for that bird, be that nest
Meat market mentality, dogs tend to howl at these,
the foulest hold their phallus, palace falls as a casualty
keys to a fallacy, infancy and fantasy found floating like a manatee
shredded by propellers, fellas fodder for calamity,
tell her all about your dollars holler scholars of insanity
So I avoid their vanity and pompous profanity
Been sifting through humanity,
seeking some sort of soul that sorta feels like family
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Listen up lady, this is bound to sound intense
your effervescent essence is a pleasant blessing
and I'm forever betting on a breath of wind
trying to prevent our seconds together from getting spent hesitant
time to let that heaven sent sentiment ferment into excellence
but still, you make me mumble and stumble over sentences
Little miss fitness with the fruit connect
Bring her pineapple business to you direct
But only if you finished with it's all about sex
Real man interested in soul connect
Breathe in her breath to the depths of your chest
Let love take a hold and behold it reflect
Build a bath for that bird, be that nest
Only way to fail is turn tail at the test
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Scuffed Leather Boots
Scuffed leather boots on a dusty road
Looking for the truth like it's what we owed
Got a crooked back bone and a splash of cologne
Keys in my pocket to a home I don't own
Mob of cats by the door, seaside throne
We like turntables, nice trombones
This deep in the zone they don't condone
Unless you got a metronome you never leave alone
And you believe in poems

The guys yelling at the beginning
were some preachers in an all night
church in Jinja, by the Nile. I went
back to my AIRBNB super late night
during the music festival, Nyege
Nyege, only to find I was locked out.
So I recorded these guys while I
waited for someone to unlock the
gate.

Said you believe in poems, yeah
Do you believe in poems?
Who still believes in poems? Yeah
This deep in the zone they don't condone
Unless you got a metronome you never leave alone
And you believe in poems
Truly believe in poems, yeah
In the power of poems
(Do you believe in poems?)
Poem by Robert J Lurtsema
Do you believe in poems?
Who still believes in poems, yeah
It won't solve your problems, if you believe in poems
But it might make you golden, so live life how you told ‘em
Like a long forgotten shogun
Or origami folding, a piece of paper chosen
When you believe in poems
Scuffed leather boots on a dusty road
Looking for the truth like it's what we owed
Got a crooked back bone and a splash of cologne
Keys in my pocket to a home I don't own
Mob of cats by the door, seaside throne
We like turntables, nice trombones
This deep in the zone they don't condone
Unless you got a metronome you never leave alone
As a phoenix in motion
Or a moment of perfection frozen
When we believe in poems.
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I wrote this bridge while walking the
roads of Tinos island. There are a
multitude of cats there.
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Hope is a Bridge
He chose the road less traveled and tends to babble about it
Life goes on, love gets doubted
So he re-routed and scouted around it,
Searching for something more resounding
with the sound of his heart pounding...
And he found it

Wrote this part during a
torrential downpour in Colorado.

It amounted to every moment counted, compounded by the way the bass bounces
Wandering through the crowd and shouting aloud it's boundless enthusiasm at the mountains,
As well as all those it encounters
Sometimes it's the path less traveled and a river babbles by it
Sometimes the river's dried up and you can walk upon it quiet
Sometimes it's the path less traveled and a river babbles by it
Or it's a jungle full of stars and the monkeys are all quiet
Could be an alley between bars and cars with auto-pilot
Or a body shock sprint, fuel and flint for the silence
Between raindrops and tokes, a couple coughs, a couple jokes
He cleared his throat, spoke his thoughts raw and I took note
He said tears take time, I'm primed like static in a straight jacket,
At the end of my rope
Erratic as I emote, feel like an antelope in a scope, end quote
And hope is a bridge, close to where he lives,
There's rain, sleet, snow and sometimes a slow skid
Mothers in the tow of little kids
Time immortalized, how many moments slide until they slid?
So many sighs and half forgotten lives, thinking this could be our last kiss
When your inner monster grapples with bliss in your mind, behind your eyelids

Funny thing. There is actually
a bridge called Hope where I
live. But I wrote this poem in
2008 or 2009, when I lived
in a different house and a
different state!

And hope is an island, always just beyond the horizon,
with more than the shadow of someone close
Silent and smiling on the coast,
where seashells sound like trumpets, dripping laughter colored notes
The past is forgiven and forgotten, caught in someone else's throat
And passage is turbulent, so even when we float,
the seas seem to leave us soaked
Seeking warmth and security below deck, folks huddle close
Braving the storm all alone to steer the boat
Overwhelmed at the helm, one fearless captain quotes

When I recorded the audio
of the cars and radio I took
a drive over the Hope bridge,
of course. Some dude nearly
ran me off the road passing
on my right, just as I was
exiting the highway. Practice
defensive driving kids.
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Our two ships signal flags dragged and fluttered
Night fell, never even had the chance to drift by one another
Because either your grip or my grip slipped when the rudder shuddered
We could have shared nights, days, springs, winter and summer
But instead we sped, dashing for cover, passing passion as our number came up
Only to be splintered to cinders by thunder when laughing above, lady love blundered
Sometimes in the aftermath I have to wonder,
Were we simply two drowning people grasping at each other
Who never really made their minds meet and so never truly became lovers?
She chose the road less traveled and tends to babble about it
Life goes on, love gets doubted
So she re-routed and scouted around it,
Searching for something more resounding with the sound of her heart pounding
She chose the road less traveled and tends to babble about it
Life goes on, love gets doubted
So she re-routed and scouted around it,
Searching for something more resounding with the sound of her heart pounding
And at long last, she laughs, because... she found it
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Spaceship Goddess Theory
With a smile clean as fresh laundry
She's a gypsy who lip reads future lives off of palm trees
Dawn of a melody beyond what a song needs
Cares for the world with a few calm yet strong deeds
I don't say a word, just look on fondly
It's more than I deserve, worth more than I got on me

Honestly, I think this is probably my favorite
song on the album.

Got a spine like Friday
And smells like Sunday
She's a newborn spaceship
Pop-locking down the runway
Got a mind like Monday
A heart as big as Tuesday
And her engine runs on mangos
At the frequency of beauty

I used to have a housemate named Tuesday,
she was a bartender with a heart of gold.

Met a man with a burden who claimed he couldn't tarry
Wrote this after seeing a guy carrying sugar
Said, may your life be as sweet as the sugar cane you carry
cane while biking in Kampala.
Hope you find a woman who is willing to marry
May you treat each other well, treat each other fairly
because the rarities of modesty and reciprocity of honesty breed charity and clarity
Other values in life are merely shallow parodies
<———This line not included in the final edit.
Got a spine like Friday
And smells like Sunday
She's a newborn spaceship
Pop-locking down the runway
Got a mind like Monday
A heart as big as Tuesday
And her engine runs on mangos
At the frequency of beauty
Held hands in the games of hearts and spades
bluffed played it tough til my eyes start to glaze
might mumble a phrase, but in a couple of ways
I'm just a sage led astray with a spirit that has caved
forgot the rules and the tools of the trade
got played like a fool in this cruelest of age
and these scars will fade but the starlight stays
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turn the faders up and gimme paper cuts
if that's what it takes these days to turn the page
Good as Goddess theory
These things I hold dearly
I hope she can hear me
and helps me steer clearly..
whenever I am worried and weary
Got a spine like Friday
And smells like Sunday
She's a newborn spaceship
Pop-locking down the runway
A dreamed I met Athena and a couple of her officers
Scoffing at the authors who were taking what was offered,
rather liquor and lacquer than simply water from an aquifer
proffered, lava under the proverb, yah (your) word,
Got a mind like Monday
A heart as big as Tuesday
And her engine runs on mangos
At the frequency of beauty
Got a spine like Friday
And smells like Sunday
She's a newborn spaceship
Pop-locking down the runway
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If you’ve never had it you should put some
lime on a mango and eat it. You’re welcome.

Originally, I thought I was going to put some
motorcycle sounds at the end like a J Dilla
track, but finally I decided against it. Mostly
because I don’t have one to record.
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Butterflies
Lakeside butterflies don’t answer to the tides
This song was originally titled “Liquid Butterflies”
But some of the time they reside within our lives
but then I decided to be a little less dramatic.
They’ll widen the mind,
Only a little.
Join their flight in the skies
They don’t try to hide, won’t be denied
The guy who played the Arydong solo for this song
Caught ‘em wide eyed with a bounce in the stride
was one of the coolest people I have ever met.
Full force applied, singing I and I
In the morning sometimes
When the sunshine feels like honey
And the honey feels real good
I sit roadside a simple sentiment of mine
Won’t sigh about the times or the things that I should
No I just keep on blissing, sitting on the beach or in the woods
Beatboxing, spitting, politicking, doing what I can cause I could
Doing what I can cause I think I should
DON’T GET TOO COMFY WITH IT
Pupae and pupils
Try to focus beyond the brutal and delusional
Because if you miss where you aim
Then it’s suitable to claim you’re not deranged
Or indisputable disdain, but that the moment’ll keep moving you
Even drag you by your cuticles through unusual pain
To a mood where few are truly so renewable the same,
Inexcusable to blame
And the clue’s will prove to you that the music
and the moves you do will still both be beautiful without the fame
And real ones will still lift a brew or two in remembrance of your name
DON’T GET TOO COMFY WITH IT
Focus right, get your butterflies tight
Better than butter whatever ya muttered
Focus right, get your butterflies tight
Focused flight, don’t mind in hindsight
Focus right, get your butterflies tight
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This bridge and the “DON’T GET TOO COMFY WITH
IT” samples were dropped during editing.
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Lakeside butterflies don’t answer to the tides
But some of the time they reside within our lives
They widen the mind,
They don’t try to hide, won’t be denied
Caught ‘em wide eyed with a bounce in the stride
Full force applied, singing I and I
In the morning sometimes
When the sunshine feels like honey
And the honey feels real good
I sit roadside a simple sentiment of mine
Won’t sigh about the times or the things that I should
No I just keep on blissing, sitting on the beach or in the woods
Beatboxing, spitting, politicking, doing what I can cause I could

The samples at the end are the sounds of a
Buddhist Korean monk chanting and a
ceremony in the Confucian temple of Bejing.

Doing what I can cause I think I should
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Geek Out
Metaphysics, widgets and triplets
Metaphysics, widgets and triplets
It's better for business if I keep it simplistic
Metaphysics, widgets and triplets
Love and logic are partners in crime
What you know about Germanium Arsenide?
Find a map to the heavens and start to stride
Guard the mind, loyalty is hard to find
part of the shine so I never barter mine
Pardon I if doubt starts to die
Theory too big to fly so we rely
on steadfast spines, hearts and minds
steadfast spines, hearts and minds
for the-

Tantium, Indium, Gallium—
any of them, really.

Metaphysics, widgets and triplets
Metaphysics, widgets and triplets
It's better for business if I keep it simplistic
Metaphysics, widgets and triplets
Search like Davinci for the divine
but it hurts and so I'm simply kind of resigned
a fine line between divine and benign
some sort of serpentine serving up wine
but if the service of science been maligned
then it tastes like brine laced with strychnine
components are passive, behind the times
opponents spit acid, my endocrine's alkaline
potent and massive, baseline sublime
limitless litmus, viscous with the philistines
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Love and logic are partners in crime
What you know about Germanium Arsenide?
Find a map to the heavens and start to stride
Guard the mind, loyalty is hard to find
part of the shine so I never barter mine
Pardon I if doubt starts to die
Theory too big to fly so we rely
on steadfast spines, hearts and minds
steadfast spines, hearts and minds
for theMetaphysics, widgets and triplets
Metaphysics, widgets and triplets
It's better for business if I keep it simplistic
Metaphysics, widgets and triplets
feed these minds with PCB designs
Going through the code line by line
Tired to the nines, fire for the grind
Wax up the ‘stache and rework the rhymes
Double down on math, these signals align
Cast the last laugh, the pistons are primed
This type of task is a one of a kind
Mystified path, hafta refine
Pour another glass, raise all the steins
Polish up your craft and go find the co-sine
BEATS HAVE THE PANELS STRAIGHT FALLING OFF THE WALL
BEAST AND IT'S TENTACLES, HANDLED IN THE SQUALL
REPEAT, CHECK YOUR SPECTACLES, FIRE IN THE HALL
COMPLETELY UNEXPLAINABLE, EXCEPT TO ALL OF YALL
Metaphysics, widgets and triplets
Ya peaked my interest, what the fuck is this?
Poke the petri dish with an old pair of tin snips
Purify my innocence with a turn of the page, burnt sage,
and a fistful of incense
fidgeting with a filament
and fragments of the fragrance portrayed as a philanthropic statement
Kinda intense
But in a certain sense, these elements irrelevant
Because it's better for business if I keep it simplistic
Metaphysics, widgets and triplets
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Shit Talker Extraordinaire
Shit talker extraordinaire
Moving his lips over there like he thought I cared
Shit talker extraordinaire
We smirk cause we did research then we made moves til the feet hurt
Feel the pain later, part angel, part terminator all swamp creature,
that smell, the halo fuel cells dirt- they're features
Full time students, part time teachers Learning how to fly, don't scuff them sneakers
Searching for believers, don't find them fine we don't need them neither
Park the unit, don't feed the meter Keep that change, the tipping point teeters
beam me up or bring me your deceivers grab 'em by the t-shirt, kick em in the peter
Mute that message, mess with the receiver incoming triage, yup we got a bleeder
Yelling you can hear it for a couple kilometers, sure to make waves, sure to cause seizures
damn man, just let 'em get a breather
shit talker extraordinaire,
Moving his lips over there like he thought I cared
shit talker extraordinaire
A true shit talker extraordinaire, moving his lips over there like he thought I cared
Came prepared with a fair share of crosshairs dares to stare with a glare right in your pupil
doesn't care if you're scared like a mountain immovable Need a new route, anything new to do
holding on so long the friction's burning up the cuticles
Sutures seem suitable Screamed at wind in the desert, whispered in the cubicles
Almost checkmate, position unusual still a move or two that truly seem doable,
that's the thing, castling, mastering dutiful bound to find something usable
Batteries removable, battered indisputable Betting on horses, resources renewable
unconstitutional? simply inexcusable that's life, like the mic, brutally beautiful
Shit talker extraordinaire
Moving his lips over there like he thought I cared
Shit talker extraordinaire
I've taken hits to the head and fists to the face The rules that I read said “shit, it's a race”
At the risk of spitting weird or listed as disgraced I'm near switching gears and forgetting fear's taste
instead of sitting here, bitching with my peers who jeer and appear to be pissed at the pace
Told em I am not a soldier, never said I was a saint just another artist who uses words to paint
straining ligaments and refusing to feel faint
so color me indignant til you run out of pigment, cause it isn't what it ain't
fidgeting with imagination's figment, borderline illegal, pain in my taint
I'll be running round the lake waving a flaming easel,
but I might be limping cause this whole thing's lame
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Lengua Libre
The earth cries and it purifies the worldly wise
Tears of pain or tears of joy, it’s the same aim employed
The ego destroyed claims it’s for us to decide
No longer razor at the side
With patience applied, arrive at sunrise and the demise of lies

This song is dedicated to the idea that
there could be a language in which words
cannot have double meanings and in which
it is impossible to mandate, order or lie to
one another.

Learned about love in El Caribe
Dame una mica de la lengua libre
That’s how I wanna live and siempre somos
Nada mas que amor y un microphono
Through the damaged deeds and the blood we bleed there's a need to keep us honest
Kings and queens and microphone fiends all sing with the same sonics
So when the sound gets singed or borrowed for a binge, truth hits all the harmonics
when the sound gets singed or borrowed for a binge, truth hits all the harmonics
Learned about love in El Caribe
Dame una mica de la lengua libre
That’s how I wanna live and siempre somos
Nada mas que amor y un microphono
Birds fly safe through the strongest storms
Words erased were still placed in a form
Coffee laced with love will keep you warm
But only if you let it and ask for more
Learned about love in El Caribe
Dame una mica de la lengua libre
That’s how I wanna live and siempre somos
Nada mas que amor y un microphono
Learned about love in El Caribe
Dame una mica de la lengua libre
That’s how I wanna live and siempre somos
Nada mas que amor y un microphono
Through the damaged deeds and the blood we bleed there's a need to keep us honest
Kings and queens and microphone fiends all sing with the same sonics
So when the sound gets singed or borrowed for a binge, truth hits all the harmonics
Yeah when the sound gets singed or borrowed for a binge, truth hits all the harmonics
Truth hits all the harmonics
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Past Thoughts Future Poems
Coming soon, on a reality near you:
Nano-technology effectively condenses the infinite essence
into bits on a chip and excuse me that's God calling
on the com system surgically implanted into my wrist.
I gotta take this, it might be important, I might be a little bit,
Stepping out of line, I let the other customers by with their packages
This next guy's charging it all to his iris, receipt emailed straight to brainwave,
transaction confirmed by a sample of spit and later day dates with an epileptic fit,
He's getting invisible ninjas in gas form....
And I hope for his family's sake the herding protocol on those little shits doesn't slip.
I imagine the public relations scientist having a fit, replying;
the explicit cordless futuristic picturesque distressed portraits of humanity's fortress
is reported to be looking like a Mona Lisa overdrive live and distorted,
And I wonder, would I really trade the bumble bees, trees, porpoises and orchids
for a third hand view of, think about it for a second,
you are not the first, first world person shorted?.
Later we'll....
Scramble back to the anthill to see if we can afford it,
keep your human will hoarded till it's best expressed as coarseness,
Heavy as an anvil, utility mechanical, and not intended to fly,
but if you think that you can handle it, go ahead and try,
the fuselage has been dismantled and the engines are kinda fried,
you could take a trip real quick to look your pet cannibal in the eye,
but when you're there don't try anything funny, keep your hands at your sides,
Because mirrors don't blink and mirrors don't lie.
Shit, I believe I got off topic a bit,
but the words won't write, and the keyboard don't click,
I am adrift in information with a pen that just slips,
an error in the bandwidth, I don't actually exist.
I got a name and a number, my wonder slumbers in the abyss,
A short attention span and a mind that tends to shift,
mister equipped with long range, short changed primordial force of niceness,
lost in the outreach,
deaf and sightless filled with vices,
Try not to listen to the voices, especially Dionisis,
make your own choices, form your own moment of crisis,
and don't trade what you've done and who you've become
because the sum of your past is slightly priceless....
Can you here me now? I'll try to speak above the...
irrational tactical backlash chatter rips my hostage thought process to tatters,
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scatter like panthers to pander cancer and propaganda,
tax, shipping and handling, infiltration fee standard
for the little tiny infomercials that occupy the corners of my stanzas,
not to mention my mess of a consciousness,
They stalked while I slept, waiting, infiltrating my every waking, living, breathing,
being moment.
There's too much information, I feel frozen and stolen.
Hello? Is anyone actually behind these bits of ones and zeros I'm holding?
I'll take a resolute analog sweet, concrete notion
that something needs to be done about humanities encroachment
on the coasts and oceans,
the atmosphere, life, and unborn future souls hopes of hoping
We are stroking the sexy neck of the mysteries of life broken open,
Strive stronger, live longer,
exist in this synthetic bubble wrapped government sponsored
business of, memo to population; please don't ponder,
we're given just a little golden instant to cherish and honor.
So, would you trade your beautiful, self involved,
fucked up life for a hand me down existence?
Complete with patches, stains, and someone else's vision.
A strictly regimented guide to the art of living.
There are so many things that need to be done,
but we can't do much at this point other than attempt to stop the cycle.
Forget about turning the wheel in the other direction,
we need to apply friction to the ground thereby
slowing the velocity of this monster with our
straining and grunting and sweating and bleeding and pleading
Stop the cycle.
Somebody do something!
Stop the cycle.
Refuse to sit idle and get by on denial.
Amused by modern life, TV my chirst,
commercials; little tiny seven second bibles.
A supersized rat race forming tribal
Corporate cut throat politics, cavorting homicidal.
A skeleton wearing black, on it's back, clutchin the bridle,
with smart blood virus and wires in the spinal.
And due to this modern day parade of plague. the corporations are now legal entities, like people only they're
over a hundred stories tall, glittering like sky scrapers sometimes do, and some of them are juvenile and
paranoid so they act like normal kids, and they get drunk with power and smash some shit, only these aren't
mailboxes any more people, oh no! They're countries and populations and ideas and :
The picnic is over, pick it up pack the basket.
Live life when you got time, until then store it in your attic,
pickin up dust and static with compliant fanatics,
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sometimes I grind my well defined unburied hatchet and peer into the static.
I'll see you in the madhouse,
I swear I'll try to swing by.
Let us meet and greet other each until you gotta fly,
Steal a spacecraft from the fleet and rise right into the sun's eye,
Where the personified thoughts of the universe reside, reclined.
Tell the strangers there you can only talk till the turning of the tide.
Time for one more brief discussion, none of the small talk or lies.
It's more like a "What's up then?" as you meander on and pass by.
Clutching your third eye, you might be wondering
Why was I born? What is my function? When will I die?
Who's babysitting our inner gluttons and assumptions of pride?
Should I bet it all or nothing? What to do now if there really is no try?
Finding the standard confusing solution best left unapplied.
Forget it all and remember,
I'll be back in mid november for a handful of stuffing and a double helping of pie
Until then, stay live, stay livin, stay lovin,
stay A.I.
This one is a wall of words. I debated taking it off the
album due to the more abrasive nature. I wrote it during
the same time as Hope is a Bridge, when I was doing
performance poetry in Colorado. A.I. in this case stands for
Anti-Instrumentalists, a group of five guys with whom I
beatboxed at UMass.
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Else When
I would speak to both the pious and the party people
Tell ‘em not to keep quiet and treat ‘em each as equal
Might see them in a riot or meet them at an easel
But if the fire in their eyes is defiant and deceitful
Then Imma keep flying and leave them ‘cause they’re evil
Type of pilot clocking mileage with the highest of the eagles
Where my head’s at is the seed for the essence that I breath
Whistling a cool calm breeze, collecting thoughts and recipes
Present these with pleasantries and heavenly weaponry
At the epicenter of the chemistry
Fly like angels with jetpacks, essentially
Time slips, messing with me mentally
Combined with eventually we’ll get back
to the 22nd century if it’s meant to be
And reset that correct track
to circumnavigate the fate of our future’s enemies
Because the truth and the love that you give
Will be proof of the life that you live
I would speak to both the pious and the party people
Tell ‘em not to keep quiet and treat ‘em each as equal
Might see them in a riot or meet them at an easel
But if the fire in their eyes is defiant and deceitful
Then Imma keep flying and leave them ‘cause they’re evil
Type of pilot clocking mileage with the highest of the eagles
He approached with a lean and a mean set of verbal
Not hard to tell the team, the one that lies infertile
Gave me a brochure, sure bro, then I started to turtle
This fiend had no sunrise in his eyes,
Type of guy who despise the true universal
Caught surprised by the death of dreams eternal
Schemes seem to have been borrowed and buried
Very scary, the stomach starts to curdle
Inferno dispersal with no commercials
Full circle, just another skull to cave
Another day another hurdle, another way to have no say
Howling nocturnal til the face turns purple
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When hate screams the loudest, you really want to heard?
Is it your fate to growl the proudest or sing soft as a bird
As of late I fear the foulest, seek solace in these words
Fill my plate, build a palace, paint a picture, find a cure
Fill my plate, build a palace, paint a picture, find a cure
I would speak to both the pious and the party people
Tell ‘em not to keep quiet and treat ‘em each as equal
Might see them in a riot or meet them at an easel
But if the fire in their eyes is defiant and deceitful
Then Imma keep flying and leave them ‘cause they’re evil
Type of pilot clocking mileage with the highest of the eagles
The truth and the love that you give
Will be proof of the life that you live
And the truth and the love that you give
Will be proof of the life that you live
And the truth and the love that you give
Will be proof of the life that you live
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